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INTRODUCTION
• Google Earth interface but not static
- satellite imagery
- topography
- geo-location
- 3D models of actual buildings
• More user participation to make this a complete urban model
• More users/participants editing the open source platform = accurate and thorough final
stored and displayed building models.
• Will lead to more complexity and larger indexes of modeled cities
• Submittals by: citizens(like 3D Warehouse)
			
design firms
			
public sector
			
students
• Geo-located 2D information will also be present
- data.cityofchicago.org shapefiles and spreadsheets
- integrated as layers into the virtual maps
• Linked tables with Model and Building Facts of each upload

PRECEDENTS
• Digg.com
- every story has a Digg button
- uses crowd-sourcing and social links to help people find interesting articles
- users make all of the content-related decisions
• Slashdot.org
- editors of the website are responsible for selecting the main articles daily
- discussion is moderated by a user-based moderation system
- moderation points add to user’s karma(higher karma, more privileges)
• Little Big Planet
- customized users that play and explore user created puzzle levels.
- large emphasis on user-generated content
- users can vote, rate, and comment on all of the new features as they arise
• Wikipedia
- written collectively by the people that use it
- several different user types and levels of accounts which have different access grants
- contributors’ access to perform actions determined by various properties or flags on the
account.
• Google Earth
- there is a guide that the users must follow as they build and upload geo-models
- all geo-referenced models go through an internal review (30 days max.) before being in		
cluded in the “Best of 3D Warehouse” layer in Google Earth
- the models can again go through the review process if someone else links the same build		
ing or if there are changes to the aerial imagery.

ROLES OF THE USERS
• Submitting and Editing
- models
- building facts
- map views (e.g. cityofchicago maps)
• Moderating and Rating content approaches
- moderated (Google Earth, Slashdot)
- community-driven (Digg)
- mixed (community + moderated like Wiki)
SUBMITTING AND RANKING MODELS
• Modeling guidlines
- LOD “layers”
• Editing existing models
- keep a log of editing (discussion board)
- minor alteration vs major overhaul*
- what was changed
- better to edit than compete (Wiki)
• Ranking of models and building facts
- gives users a chance to evaluate the content
- “Digg” button is applied to each object also

USER GROUPS
• New Users
- names are highlighted so other users or moderators are aware that less experienced users 		
are making edits or uploading models.
1. Unregistered – only allowed to Digg imported objects.
2. Registered – are given all of the editing and modeling permissions along with being 		
		
able to Digg and rate models and the building facts.
• Established Users
- officially not “new users” anymore and lose the highlighted tag.
- status is achieved by having a certain number of models uploaded or having made several
edits.
- editing and modeling capabilities are the same though.
• Moderators
- they monitor editing, modeling, and other user activity so that the most correct, accurate information is available to the public. Responsibility lies on them to keep abusive users and
unreferenced information out of the system. Only proven experienced users with high “reputations” can achieve this status and must ask administration to become a moderator.
• *Administrators
- the smallest group but also the most powerful. Led by the creators of the database, they
are able to change/edit all aspects of the system. They are the head moderators but usually
aren’t involved in the modeling and editing process unless there are major uploads or changes.
“Reputations” are determined by an index that takes into account: the Diggs received, models
uploaded and edited, comments made and received, and ratings of their models.
* only group that excludes volunteers

ADVANTAGES OF UIM PLATFORM
• Much of the visualization and measuremens can already be done in Google Earth...so what
would UIM add?
- better framework for user participation = improved modeling speed and accuracy
- larger set of stakeholders involved which makes for a more complex system, thus more 		
participation and vitality
- postGIS analysis
- environmental analysis by linking with building facts in the database
- different LOD “layers” can be added or striped off for rendering purposes
- 3D time-slider

GENERAL PLATFORM UML DIAGRAM

DATABASE UML DIAGRAM
building_fact_index
Buildings
(cityofchicago data)
- building_id
- locations
- addresses
- area
- num. of storeys
...

-fact_id (pk)
- building_id
- authoruser
- minoredit
- ondisplay
- tags
- editlog
- buildingname
- datebuilt
- datedemolished
- usetype
- materials
- structuralsystem
...

building_model_index

userparticipation_model

- building_id
- model_id (pk)
- authoruser
- minoredit
- ondisplay
- tags
- editlog
- modelingsoftware
- lod
- datecreated

- participation_id (pk)
- model_id
- username
- modelrating
- modelcomment
- dateparticipation

userparticipation_
buildingfact
- participation_id (pk)
- building_id
- username
- modelrating
- modelcomment
- dateparticipation

userparticipation_user
_index
- username (pk)
- usertype
- useremail
- firstname
- lastname
- datejoined

DATABASE SAMPLE TABLES

